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Today’s data trends and the separation of compute and storage

Today’s current pace of innovation is hindered by the necessity of reinventing the wheel in order for applications to
eﬀiciently access data. When an engineer or scientist wants to write an application to solve a problem, he or she needs to
spend significant eﬀort on getting the application to access the data eﬀiciently and eﬀectively, rather than focusing on the
algorithms and the application’s logic.
This manifests in many scenarios: a developer may want to move an application from an on-premises environment to a
cloud environment, or a data scientist who wrote Apache Spark applications may want to code a Tensorflow application,
etc. In fact, whenever there is a change to the application framework, storage system, or deployment environment (cloud,
on-premise), the developer needs to reinvent the wheel again for data access.
But let’s take a step back and talk about data evolution. As mainframes have evolved to big data, we’ve seen a shift from
tightly integrated to loosely integrated architectures. The evolution of data management has grown to be more distributed in nature, as shown below.

As the big data ecosystem evolved from co-located compute and storage for analytic workloads to a more defined and
loosely coupled compute layer, enterprises began to see challenges around compute/data processing running on the
same node where the data was stored. Running MapReduce on top of HDFS wasn’t providing the performance or scale
needed for these workloads. And as more of these enterprise architectures began to shift to hybrid and multi-cloud
environments and manage massive amounts of data, they needed compute and storage to be scaled out by the same
factor.
This move to loosely integrated architectures has seen an explosion of compute technologies (Apache Spark, Presto,
Apache Hive, Tensorflow, and more) and storage (AWS S3, Google Cloud Storage, HDFS, HPE, and more).
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A bulk of computing that happens today happens on data, whether it be simple reporting of enterprise performance, product usage, forecasting with models, or even more complex analysis like running machine learning on data to train models.
And data is everywhere, more and more physically siloed across diﬀerent racks, diﬀerent regions and diﬀerent clouds. To
get insights from data, data will eventually need to be close to where the data computing occurs - this is where technologies like Apache Spark, Presto, TensorFlow, and others come in.
In fact, wouldn’t the best way to determine the relevance and worth of the data itself be to have the computational framework pull the required data closer? Not by brute force, not by an admin copying data around, but by the questions being
asked of the data itself.
And this is why we’re seeing a focus on separating compute from storage. Companies are looking for more flexibility in
their environments. Independently scaling compute and storage for data-driven applications is a big part of that flexibility.
Why? Because compute is CPU-bound and storage is I/O-bound. You want to flexibly scale compute based on application
demands, and flexibly scale storage based on data growth patterns. It’s all about scaling as you need it, rather than provisioning storage and compute resources for maximum capacity.
Additionally, this separation enables:
• Reduced data duplication by using the same storage for multiple compute frameworks
• Use of cheaper and newer storage like object stores for analytic workloads
• Orchestration and automation of compute for greater operational eﬀiciency
• Protection and control of data on-prem with the ability to leverage public cloud for compute
So in order to fundamentally solve these data access challenges around the separation of compute and storage, the world
needs a new layer between computation frameworks and storage systems. This is where Data Orchestration comes in.
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2 / Why Data Orchestration?
Data Orchestration technologies abstract data access across storage systems, virtualize all the data, and present the data
via standardized APIs with global namespace to data-driven applications. They also provide a caching functionality to
enable fast access to warm data.

A new layer emerges between compute and storage
To draw an analogy, Data Orchestration is to data what container orchestration is to containers. Container orchestration is
a category of technologies that enables containers to run in any environment agnostic to the hardware that is running the
application and ensures that applications are running as intended. Similarly, data orchestration is a category of technologies that enables applications to be compute agnostic, storage agnostic and cloud agnostic. The objective is to make data
more accessible to compute no matter where the data is stored.
With a Data Orchestration platform in place, an application developer can work under the assumption that the data will be
readily accessible regardless of where the data resides or the characteristics of the storage and focus on writing the application.
Besides empowering application developers, a Data Orchestration platform also brings tremendous value to infrastructure engineers. It derisks vendor lock-in by providing organizations with flexibility at the infrastructure level. Transitioning
to diﬀerent storage systems (including cloud storage), adopting another application framework, or even having a hybrid
or multi-cloud environment are all possible without incurring high development costs.
In summary, Data Orchestration provides data-driven applications data accessibility, data locality, and data elasticity.
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3 / Alluxio for Data Orchestration in the cloud
Alluxio is an open source Data Orchestration platform. It enables data orchestration in the cloud and fundamentally allows
for separation of storage and compute. Alluxio also brings speed and agility to big data and AI workloads and reduces costs
by eliminating data duplication and enables users to move to newer storage solutions like object stores.

Alluxio’s data orchestration in the cloud solves for three critical challenges:
• Data locality: Data is local to compute, giving you memory-speed access for your big data and AI/ML workloads
• Data accessibility: Data is accessible through one unified namespace, regardless of where it resides
• Data on-demand: Data is as elastic as compute so you can abstract and independently scale compute and storage
Alluxio enables data orchestration for compute in any cloud. It unifies data silos on-premise and across any cloud, and
reduces the complexities associated with orchestrating data for today’s big data and AI/ML workloads.
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4 / More Resources
Blog: Data Orchestration - The Missing Piece in the Data World
O’Reilly AI Conference Keynote: Data Orchestration for AI, Big Data, and Cloud
Forbes: Data Orchestration needs to play ‘one louder’
Case Study: How DBS decouples compute and storage for data workloads

Proven at global web scale in production for modern data services, Alluxio is the developer of open source data orchestration software for the
cloud. Alluxio moves data closer to big data and machine learning compute frameworks in any cloud across clusters, regions, clouds and
countries, providing memory-speed data access to files and objects. Intelligent data tiering and data management deliver consistent high
performance to customers in financial services, high tech, retail and telecommunications. Alluxio is in production use today at seven out of
the top ten internet companies. Venture-backed by Andreessen Horowitz and Seven Seas Partners, Alluxio was founded at UC Berkeley’s
AMPLab by the creators of the Tachyon open source project.
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